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PARTICIPANTS 

Present in the Meeting room:  

Marc Vanloo, Kenny Irvine, Michael Franze, Daniele Falloni, Daniel Chirita, 

Francisco Gimeno 

Connected by telephone: 

Lionel Antunes 

ACTIONS FROM PREVIOUS MEETING 

 Issue 64673: “Enhance the software to display nicely on smartphone - 

smartphone friendly”. OCS team thanks this first “external” contribution. It is 

needed to publish in joinup the expected way for contributing to OCS. 

 Issue 64532: “User interface for downloading exported statements of support”. 

There is no fundamental security issue if the implementation is correct, but 

certification documentation should be updated. Several documents will be 

impacted (OCS Risk analysis, …). A possible approach would be to add an 

Addendum to those documents.  

 Issue 64537: “Export statements of support into a single ZIP file”. Daniel pointed 

out that this analysis cannot be disconnected from the rest of the features in the 

export module. He will provide a complete technical diagram next week. 

 New SVN: The New SVN containing the latest version of the code is available at 

https://webgate.ec.europa.eu/CITnet/svn/OCS/ 

We will keep the old SVN open to everybody and containing the latest stable 

version: 

https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/svn/ocs 

https://webgate.ec.europa.eu/CITnet/svn/OCS/
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/svn/ocs


OCS 1.4.0 REQUIREMENTS (SUITE) 

Issue # Issue name Comment 

64294 Make captcha easier 

3 proposals will be presented to the 

CMB who will decide. 

Lionel pointed out that captcha is 

protecting ECI organisers from 

spamming (something to be stressed 

in the CMB). 

Breaking the captcha should be in 

scope of the Pen test. 

61321 Graphical display for the support 

received 

Feedback from CMB needed 

63472 Always export complete tables in PDF 

The export to pdf comes from the 

implementing regulation 3.2. 

This request is a low priority one. 

Anyhow, organisers should be 

encouraged to use XML format instead 

of pdf. 

44187 APIs to EC-Registration and national 

authorities 

Real-time connection goes against the 

Regulation. 

The system cannot “impose” National 

authorities to connect with them. 

This request raised some additional 

security concerns 

63179 support form refresh 
A good error message seems the best 

straight-forward solution. 

 

ANY OTHER BUSINESS 

New issues will be created in joinup: conditional validation (this request is now 

described inside “Customized error messages”), Add Croatia and changes in 

Regulation Annexes (not yet published).  


